The last decade has seen significant interest in wide field of view (FOV) telescopes for sky survey and space surveillance applications. Prompted by this interest, a multitude of wide-field designs have emerged. While all designs result from optimization of competing constraints, one of the more controversial design choices is whether such telescopes require flat or curved focal planes. For imaging applications, curved focal planes are not an obvious choice. Thirty years ago with mostly analytic design tools, the solution to wide-field image quality appeared to be curved focal planes. Today however, with computer aided optimization, high image quality can be achieved over flat focal surfaces. For most designs, the small gains in performance offered by curved focal planes are more than offset by the complexities and cost of curved CCDs. Modern design techniques incorporating reflective and refractive correctors appear to make a curved focal surface an unnecessary complication. Examination of seven current, wide FOV projects (SDSS, MMT, DCT, LSST, PanStarrs, HyperSuprime and DARPA SST) suggests there is little to be gained from a curved focal plane. The one exception might be the HyperSuprime instrument where performance goals are severely stressing refractive prime-focus corrector capabilities.
INTRODUCTION
For most telescope designs, the natural shape of the focal surface is curved. In visual applications or for imaging over narrow fields of view (FOV), such field curvature is not a problem and a modest defocus can widen the field slightly. For true wide-field applications however, field curvature becomes a serious issue that must be addressed either in the optical design process or with curvature of the imaging sensor.
While a fiber fed spectrograph can easily tolerate a curved focal surface, conventional CCDs, being planar devices, cannot. Flat CCDs can tile a surface of compound curvature but inevitably only a small part of each chip is exactly in focus [1, 2] . This limits tiling to surfaces of relatively low curvature and smaller fields. Also, surfaces of compound curvature simply do not tile well with rectangular objects. The wider the field, the more pronounced the gaps which appear between tiles, or the greater the tendency to crowd tiles near the edges of the field. In either case, tiling curved focal surfaces with flat CCDs is at best only partially successful.
Curved CCDs are a recent addition to the list of available imaging sensors. Helping to solve many of the limitations of tiling with flat CCDs, they represent a possible option for curved focal surfaces [3] . They do however, come at a substantial price and with their own technical limitations. Curved CCDs generally are available in two types. The more well known approach is the attempt to physically bend flat CCDs. This is the approach being pursued by DARPA for their space surveillance telescope (DSST) [1] . This approach requires very thin CCDs and results in lower quantum efficiency, particularly at longer wavelengths. The other approach is to start with thick CCDs and selectively etch the back side so as to produce a curved surface [4] . This still results in slight changes in focus between the center and edge of the CCD as well as slight changes in quantum efficiency across the CCD, but it does result in thicker and stronger curved CCDs with higher overall quantum efficiency at longer wavelengths.
When designing a new telescope or a new instrument for an existing telescope, both the optical design team and the telescope science team are faced with a serious choice: do they pursue a flat or a curved focal surface. Each has its proponents along with advantages and disadvantages. This paper examines the question of whether or not curved focal planes are necessary for wide FOV survey telescopes. *mracker@sandia.gov; phone 505-844-1112
BACKGROUND

Historical perspective
The earliest telescopes by Lippershey and Galileo were inherently very narrow field-of-view instruments [5] . They had an erect image but otherwise were not overly enjoyable to use. The first true advancement towards wide field telescopes came only a few years after the telescope's invention with Kepler's idea to use a positive lens for the eyepiece. This advancement improved the field and made viewing easier but at the expense of an inverted image. True wide FOV telescopes however would take centuries to develop.
While a number of important developments occurred between 1608 and the early 1900s, a truly significant milestone was reached in 1905 when Karl Schwarzchild published his rigorous treatment of third order, off-axis aberrations in reflecting telescopes [6] . Quickly following his work was the development of the aplanatic Ritchey-Chretien (RC) optical system. Being free of spherical aberration and coma, the RC immediately offered a wider useful field than the Cassegrain, but its field was still limited by curvature of the focal plane and some astigmatism. Nonetheless, the RC optical system went on to form the basis for many of today's wide FOV telescopes.
In 1930, Bernhard Schmidt stunned the astronomical world with the invention of the Schmidt camera [5, 6] . Even in the early 21 st century, the Schmidt camera remains a capable wide-field instrument. In the early 1930s however, it was revolutionary. While the FOV for a well designed Schmidt surpass all other serious telescope designs, it does suffer from three limitations. Schmidt's require a full aperture corrector plate which currently limits their size to apertures less than about 1.3m. Schmidt's are also long, about twice their focal length. Finally, the Schmidt uses a curved focal surface. Wide-field imaging with the Schmidt requires conforming flat film to the curved surface, either in one or two dimensions. Difficulties in conforming film and glass plates to the required curvature resulted in some reductions in image field and image quality.
In 1935, Paul derived the first anastigmatic form capable of scaling to large apertures [5, 6] . It was the beginning of a family of wide-field telescopes known as three mirror anastigmats or TMAs. In its classic form, the Paul has a curved focal surface. Changes in the conic constants among the three mirrors can result in a flat image surface but usually at the expense of some image quality or a somewhat reduced field [7, 8] .
Recent history
In more recent years, we have seen a number of technological innovations that have allowed a substantial widening of the image field for many telescope designs. The single greatest innovation was the solid-state digital computer. Modern optical ray-tracing software allows the exploration of forms which simply cannot be addressed analytically. The laser enabled interferometric testing with a long coherence length optical source. Together the laser and the computer have enabled production and testing of complex aspherical surfaces used in many recent optical designs.
With the availability of solid state imaging detectors such as the CCD, telescope sensitivity has increased on the order of 100 fold, but as early CCDs were rather small, a narrow FOV was routine and very little effort was put into wide-field designs. As CCDs became larger and new chip designs allowed one to mosaic an even larger focal plane, wide FOV telescopes again were of interest. As early CCDs were all flat, most of the attention was directed towards flat-field designs. Only fiber fed spectrographic systems were designed with curved focal surfaces.
The last twenty five years have seen both the design and the production of a number of wide-field telescopes. Since 1980, we have seen telescopes based on designs such as the classic Paul, the Willstrop-Paul, field-corrected RCs and super RCs and complex, wide-field prime focus correctors. Interestingly enough, all these wide-field forms have appeared with both curved and flat focal surfaces. This fact naturally leads to the topic of this paper, the quest to understand whether or not curved focal planes are necessary for wide FOV imaging survey telescopes. 
BACKGROUND
At the present time, a topic of discussion exists within some circles of the astronomical community regarding whether or not curved focal planes and curved CCDs are necessary for improved imaging performance over a wide FOV. Only one current telescope project, the DSST, is actually being designed to require curved CCDs. All recently built systems use a flat focal plane and most systems in design have either rejected curved focal planes (Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) [9] , Discovery Channel Telescope (DCT) [10] [11] [12] ), or they are presently carrying the curved focal surface while attempting to design it out of their system (HyperSuprime Camera [13] ). Some argue that curved CCDs will offer an absolute revolution in telescope design while others point out that modest changes in the optical design, such as the addition of a lens or changing an aspheric term for a mirror are sufficient to eliminate a curved focal surface with no real penalty in image quality or FOV.
While cost and image quality will ultimately decide whether curved CCDs are necessary, it is interesting to look at a number of wide-field telescope designs to see what shape focal surface was selected and attempt to understand why. To help explore this topic, we will look at seven recent telescope designs. These include the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [14] , the wide-field imager for the Monolithic Mirror Telescope (MMT) [15] , the DCT [10] , PanStarrs [16] , LSST [9] , DSST [1, 17] , and the HyperSuprime Camera (HSC) for the Subaru telescope [13, [18] [19] .
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey Telescope (SDSS)
The telescope for the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is one of the better known wide-field imaging systems. It was the first larger aperture telescope to push the limits to very wide fields with images across a full 3deg circle. It has a 2.5m aperture and features a super RC design with a Gascoigne type aspheric corrector plate and an aspheric corrector lens before the flat focal plane. Image quality is acceptable but degrades somewhat towards the edges of the field and does not improve by curving the focal plane. It is however possible to significantly improve image quality with the addition of a single lens in the corrector assembly. This could be a simple lens with spherical surfaces costing no more than $200k, or a more expensive asphere. SDSS is an example where curvature of the focal surface does nothing yet the addition of a single lens improves image quality significantly. Figure 1 shows the layout and spot diagram for the SDSS. 
The Monolithic Mirror Telescope (MMT)
The new MMT has a 6.5m aperture and is of the classic Cassegrain design. At the f=5 focus, a four lens refractive corrector produces high image quality over a 0.5deg field with a flat focal surface. Most of this same corrector is used to produce a curved 1deg FOV for spectrographic work. It is interesting that the designers chose to curve the field for the spectrograph but keep the imaging field flat. The MMT is a particularly interesting example as it presents a single design where the addition of one lens changes the focal surface from curved to flat and improves image quality at the same time. Figure 2 shows the layout and spot diagram for the MMT wide-field imager. 
The Discovery Cannel Telescope (DCT)
The DCT project is just beginning the construction phase in northern Arizona. The DCT evolved out of investigations for a next generation telescope for the Lowell observatory (NGLT). Various publications from the NGLT project indicate that a curved focal plane was originally considered but ultimately dismissed as an unnecessary complication and additional expense. Current plans for the DCT include a prime focus corrector providing a 2deg FOV on a flat focal plane. The design for the DCT has not been published but ray-traced layout and spot diagrams are available. Certainly there is nothing to be gained by curving the focal plane of the DCT as the optical team specifically designed the telescope for optimum performance over a flat field. Figure 3 shows the layout and spot diagram for the DCT prime focus corrector. Fig. 3 . Optical layout and performance of the DCT prime focus corrector [10] . Box represents approximately 0.5 arcsec.
The PanStarrs Telescope
PanStarrs represents a rather ambitious synoptic sky survey project. The goal is to build a system of four 1.8m telescopes and have them operate together as a single larger instrument. Unlike the multiple mirror telescope concept, the four PanStarrs optical assemblies will each operate independently with their own focal plane arrays, but simultaneously image the same patch of sky. Each telescope has a 1.8m aperture and is of the super RC design. They feature a three element refractive corrector and a 3deg FOV with very high image quality. Focal planes are flat. An examination of the PanStarrs optical design suggests there was nothing to be gained from curving the focal plane. In fact, the PanStarrs super RC design is so robust that it can be pushed to a full 4deg FOV with minimal degradation in image quality by designing a new four lens refractive corrector. This corrector is no more difficult to manufacture than the existing three element design and should cost no more than $1-2M to fabricate. Figure 4 shows the layout and spot diagram for a preliminary PanStarrs design. 
The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST)
When the LSST comes on line, it will be the world's most capable sky surveillance telescope. With an 8.4m aperture and a 3.5deg field of view, the final etendue of this telescope will set it apart from all challengers. The basic optical design is that of a Willstrop-Paul with the addition of a three lens corrector illuminating a flat focal surface. Imaging performance of the current design produces spots less than 0.30arcsec diameter in any of the standard astronomical filter bands. It is interesting to note that LSST designs started out with a 3deg field on a curved focal surface and gradually evolved to the current 3.5deg field over a flat focal surface. The designers clearly saw a flat focal surface as a significant advantage. An early LSST plan was to tile the curved surface with small, flat CCDs. This however introduced all the problems associated with such tiling. Rather than attempt to make the tiling work, or go to the extreme expense of producing curved CCDs only to have much of the tiling problem persist, the LSST design team produced a robust design with exceptional performance over a flat focal surface. Figure 5 shows the layout and spot diagram for the LSST. 
The DARPA Space Surveillance Telescope (DSST)
The DSST project is the most difficult telescope to evaluate as no one has yet published significant details. What is known from limited available publications and communications with DARPA is that the telescope will feature a 3.5m aperture and operate at f=1.0 with an optical design based on the Willstrop-Paul configuration [1, 17] . The unique and highly touted feature of the telescope is that it requires a curved focal surface being tiled with physically curved CCDs. Based on available details and ray-traced drawings from DARPA presentations, the telescope appears to have a 3.5deg FOV and use a three lens refractive corrector (two lenses plus a powered window). Being a non imaging system intended for satellite search, the DSST is likely to have the point spread function closely matched to the pixel size as this helps maximize signal to noise ratio and detection thresholds. Starting from a basic Willstrop-Paul design [20] , we have designed a surrogate for the DSST. This surrogate is not claimed to be the DSST but is believed to be representative of its design, complete with curved focal surface. The design includes three aspheric mirrors with conic constants and both 6 th and 8 th order corrections. The refractive components are all spherical and made of fused silica. In parallel with development of the DSST surrogate, we optimized the design for a flat focal surface to compare the imaging performance of the two approaches. The difference between the two designs, both physically and in imaging performance, is insignificant The flat focal surface DSST surrogate has slightly larger RMS spot diameters but a slightly smaller spot diameter for 80% encircled energy. The flat DSST surrogate could be built today with existing CCD technology and one could tile the entire image circle. Information provided by DARPA suggests the FPA for the real DSST is rectangular and hence will not use the entire image circle. Figures 6 and 7 show the layout and spot diagrams for the two DSST surrogates. 
The HyperSuprime Camera for the Subaru Telescope (HSC)
The latest effort of the Subaru telescope team is known as the HyperSuprime. It is intended to be a 2deg FOV prime focus corrector for the Subaru telescope. Project managers believe that when extremely large telescopes (ELTs) begin to come on line, there will be a need to find new missions for 8m class telescopes. The HSC team believes that sky survey in support of ELTs is the right mission for the 8.2m Subaru telescope. When operational, the HSC will have an enormous etendue, being second only to the LSST.
The HyperSuprime is an exceedingly difficult design as the maximum practical diameter of refractive components is limited to something on the order of 1.2 to 1.5m, much smaller than the 2-2.4m that would be necessary to scale up some of the PFC designs of current 4m telescopes. This constraint plus the concern for availability of glass in large sizes has taken the HSC design team down a path towards a 2deg corrector with slight vignetting near the edges, producing 0.30 arcsec spot diameters within a 600-1100nm bandpass. In the early stages of the design effort, the curved focal surface appeared to be necessary but later design iterations are striving to flatten the image thereby allowing use of lower-cost, readily available flat CCDs. Whether or not the HSC requires a curved focal surface is still an open question. The physical constraints make this an extremely challenging optical design. It is possible that an additional lens or aspheric surface could relieve the need for the curved focal surface, but the HSC design team will have to weigh that against other constraints. The HSC design team has not published their interim optical design but has published several ray-traced layout diagrams and spot diagrams. Figure 8 shows the layout and spot diagram for the HSC concept. Fig. 8 . Optical layout and performance of the HyperSuprime corrector [18] [19] . Box width represents approximately 1.1 arcsec (600-1100nm).
As a design exploration, we looked at a seven element corrector (six lenses plus a powered dewar window) for imaging in the band from 450-1100nm. Using a 1.2m maximum clear aperture for the corrector, the same as the current HSC design, we were able to achieve a flat focal surface across the entire 2deg field and with less vignetting than the most recent HyperSuprime design. The drawback is the use of one large lens (900mm diameter) of lower dispersion glass (S-FPL51). The glass is not currently available in such sizes and it is unknown if one of the major vendors could produce a suitable lens blank. Still the design suggests that alternatives to the curved focal plane are available. Another design using somewhat more common glass (N-FK5) achieves similar performance over a 500-1100nm bandpass but is not presented here. Figure 9 shows the layout and spot diagram for one of the HSC alternative designs. 
COMPARING CURVED AND FLAT FOCAL SURFACE APPROACHES
Tiling the focal plane
Flat, rectangular CCDs easily tile a flat focal plane with gaps between chips limited to whatever is required for mechanical and electrical connections. Rectangular CCDs, whether flat or curved, do not easily tile a surface of compound curvature. Due to limitations associated with projecting a rectangular grid onto a spherical (or compound conic) surface, such a tiling either leads to large gaps near the center of the field or crowding of chips near the edge of the field. In practice, this effect would severely limit how efficiently a curved surface could be tiled with rectangular shaped CCDs.
CCD quantum efficiency
One way to improve CCD performance is to back illuminate but for conventional CCDs, this requires thinning to allow photons to penetrate to the optimum depth for detection. A new approach to CCD design relies on a very thick devices with the substrate biased to form a strong field in a thick depletion region. This improves quantum efficiency at longer wavelengths. These devices are back illuminated as well but have a much higher average quantum efficiency than the thinned devices. CCDs with a curved surface resulting from bending of the silicon must be thinned to a thickness in the range of 10-30µm. This suggests that their absolute best quantum efficiency will be similar to conventional thinned and back illuminated CCDs. It is unlikely such curved CCDs will achieve the extremely high quantum efficiencies at longer wavelengths of the thick deep depletion devices.
The other approach to curving CCDs is to use a planar devices and etch a curved profile into its backside. This may be the only long-term viable approach to making curved CCDs. The process will allow the thick deep depletion devices with their higher quantum efficiencies, but at an affordable price. In fact, etching a curved surface should be no more expensive than back thinning conventional CCDs. Such CCDs will still have the tiling difficulty associated with projection from flat to curved surfaces but they can be made economically and with higher sensitivity than the bent devices.
Curved focal surfaces in general
One of the strong arguments in favor of curved CCDs is that one can trade the complication and expense of multiple lenses required for field flattening and aberration correction for a simple curved focal surface. This is however a seriously overreaching statement. For this to be true, one would need to design an all reflective anastigmatic telescope.
In general, it requires three mirrors to correct the three primary aberrations and leave only a curved field. One mirror telescopes will always require corrector lenses making curved CCDs less attractive. Two mirror telescopes will always require corrector lenses, again making curved CCDs less attractive. Three mirror telescopes can be anastigmatic and with careful design can have flat fields as well, but usually with the addition of a lens or two. Four mirror telescopes can be anastigmatic with very wide flat fields, thereby eliminating curved CCDs and corrector lenses [21] . As telescopes with three or more powered mirrors are not common, and curved CCDs cannot eliminate the need for field correctors with one and two mirror telescopes, the wisdom of investing in curved CCD technology is not at all obvious.
Comparing the flat DSST surrogate with the curved DSST surrogate
This is an interesting comparison. Both the flat and curved surrogate DSST designs were extensively optimized to maximize performance. Both systems were designed with constraints to be as much like the actual DSST as possible given the limited available design information. Both systems ended up looking almost identical, having essentially the same imaging performance, but one on a flat focal plane and the other on a curved focal surface. Interestingly enough, the flat design slightly outperforms the curved design but the difference is small. Clearly there is no advantage to designing the surrogate DSST with a curved focal surface. Given the extremely high added cost of curved CCDs and the known difficulties associated with curved CCDs and tiling a surface of compound curvature, the justification of a curved focal surface for the real DSST is extremely difficult to understand. Final judgment will have to await eventual publication of the real DSST design. Figure 10 shows the encircled energy plots for both surrogate DSST designs. 
Comparing LSST and DSST
Comparison of the DSST with the LSST proves to be very interesting. Both telescopes were designed at about the same time, with the LSST actually having been started first. The LSST gradually transitioned from a curved focal surface design to one with a flat focal surface. The DSST project could have borrowed the LSST design but chose to develop their own unique optical configuration with a curved focal surface.
DARPA has claimed that the curved focal surface was necessary to improve optical performance, throughput and overall sensitivity of their instrument. They also wanted an f=1.0 design to keep their telescope as short as possible, thereby improving its dynamic response characteristics. In the end, the LSST design (if scaled to 3.5m aperture) would be shorter than the DSST, even though it is optically slower at f=1.25. The LSST appears to be capable of producing higher quality images than the DSST. Had DARPA adopted the LSST design, they could have degraded its performance a bit if necessary to improve sensitivity for satellite search. A scaled LSST design also has a flat focal surface which would have allowed use of much lower cost and possibly higher quantum efficiency CCDs. Also, a scaled LSST design could have used the entire illuminated image circle (or at worst an inscribed hexagon for tiling on the sky) whereas the curved focal DSST design will have difficulties associated with tiling as mentioned above. Overall, it appears a DSST based on a scaled LSST would have been a much better choice.
One feature of the DSST is particularly puzzling. The telescope does not appear to have traded the curved focal surface for a more simple optical design. The real DARPA design includes both a curved focal surface and two or three refractive components. Thus it appears as though curved CCD technology could not deliver on one of its promised benefits. The DARPA SST design appears to have adopted the worst features of each design space. It is possible the curved CCDs could not support the surface curvature necessary for an all reflector design and refractive components were necessary to partially flatten and partially correct the images. Why any design team would see this as an advantage or as a wise investment is once again, not at all obvious.
SUMMARY
In this paper we have looked at a number of optical designs for various telescopes. Some are already operational, some are in the construction phase and others are still in the planning stages. With only two exceptions, DSST and HyperSuprime, all the designs feature flat focal surfaces. The DSST effort appears to have had viable options for a flat focal plane system, some possibly with better performance than their curved focal surface design. DARPA however opted to pursue what appears to be a costly and technically complex design using curved CCDs. The HyperSuprime project is a slightly different story. There the designers are severely pushing the envelope of successful optical design space. At present the curved focal surface slightly eases design constraints but at the same time, the designers are striving for a flat focal plane. The HSC designers do not have an infinite budget and appear understand the practical advantages of a flat focal plane.
